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We’ve been hearing a lot lately about the return of industry from foreign shores to the US – commonly known as reshoring – and how prodigal companies are driving a manufacturing renaissance in America.

It’s an enticing idea that resonates both politically and socially, but is it a trend as its proponents and various surveys claim?

Research underway at the MIT Center for Transportation & Logistics confirms that over recent years many companies have indeed established new manufacturing capacity in the US. However, the initial findings suggest that this is far from the trend that has attracted so much interest, and could have more to do with broader supply chain changes than the rebirth of American manufacturing.

The case for reshoring

Modern reshoring practices took off a few decades ago when US companies started building factories in other parts of the world to take advantage of lower costs. Fewer regulations and the growth of IT-enabled management infrastructures added to the momentum.

Many argue that the flight to low-cost countries is now being thrown into reverse by a number of changes, such as the ones listed below.

- Increasing wage levels in Asia are eroding the region’s cost advantage over the US
Asian labor is less complaint than in the early days of reshoring, leading to high turnover rates and, in extreme cases, business disruptions and increasing rates of suicide.

Unpredictable transportation costs and increased complexity in cross-border transfers, both of which add complexity to the management of goods moving across great distances and many borders.

The Chinese Yuan has appreciated and in combination with a weak dollar makes domestic production in the US more attractive.

The challenges of outsourcing production to far-flung places have become visible. Cultural differences, unfamiliar supply bases, longer distances, and skills gaps all have to be managed.

Similarly, there is a greater awareness of the risks associated with offshore manufacturing, such as the hazards of lax labor laws, and the increased vulnerability of international supply chains to disruptions.

Emerging manufacturing methods such as 3D printing promise to make US-based production even more cost-effective.

The increasing need to tailor products to consumer demand, which is driving the late-stage, near-market customization movement.

These changes offer some compelling reasons for bringing production back to the home country, and for the US this is especially appealing at a time when Americans yearn for a return to the heyday of homegrown manufacturing when jobs were seemingly plentiful. Moreover, vested interests are eager to provide evidence of a national manufacturing base that is being rejuvenated by its believed newfound competitiveness.

What is reshoring?

Is the US actually experiencing such a renaissance? Before exploring this question, let’s try to clarify exactly what we mean by reshoring.

Other terms such as nearshoring and backshoring are used to describe the concept. Our colleague at MIT Professor Charlie Fine uses the term ‘intelli-sourcing’ to connote the complex dynamics that surround this manufacturing location decision. Using Fine’s description, firms are challenged to balance firm economics with business reputation in this complex decision. Such a deeper understanding of the
strategy tends to go unrecognized, however, so we often fall back on the term reshoring (regrettably).

Ambiguities like these are indicative of the confusion that surrounds the concept. For simplicity in this article, we adhere to the term reshoring, while acknowledging that it is inadequate and somewhat misleading.

There is also some confusion over the definition of reshoring. Several academics have examined the topic with some useful clarifying distinctions, but the work is not easily understood. And again, there are some general ambiguities that need to be resolved. For example, does the concept apply when a US-based company that locates its primary sources of production overseas decides to open a facility on home soil? Or is it only applicable when the enterprise terminates its offshore operation before relocating production capacity to the US? In other words, is it necessary for the overseas facility to be shuttered before the strategy can be called reshoring?

For simplicity we describe reshoring as a manufacturing location decision that is a change in policy from a previous decision to locate manufacturing offshore from the firm’s home location. A definition that complements this description is: “moving manufacturing back to the country of its parent company,” coined by Professor of Supply Chain at Miami University, Lisa Ellram.

Realities of reshoring

If this is our accepted definition of the concept, to what extent is it actually happening?

We scoured the literature in search of published reports on companies that have reshored and our initial findings show that the generally-accepted belief that there is a major trend is flawed.

Over the last 5 to 7 years just over 50 companies are reported as having reshored, including major employers such as GE, Apple, Whirlpool, and Caterpillar. Many of these cases are actual movements, however, in the majority of cases the companies involved plan to invest in US-based production capacity; they have not actually made the move. The data indicate that there are relatively few published instances of reshoring. The number of companies that have actually executed a
reshoring strategy is limited, and their activities could be part of strategic changes that take place over the course of a five-plus year period.

Also, the published cases tend to lack certain key details. For example, there is seldom mention of whether the offshore operation has been closed, which means that the company could be adding domestic capacity while continuing to support offshore production.

We mapped the locations of new production facilities in the US that are part of reshoring investment programs, and found that they are concentrated in a small number of areas and industries. Also, the reshoring strategies vary according to the industry. For example, consumer appliance manufacturers have reshored largely to serve US markets, and have not necessarily closed plants in the Far East. Consumer electronics companies such as Apple and Google have invested in some domestic capacity, but their core businesses remain outside of the US. Also, this industry has the highest number of planned (rather than executed) moves. The most reshored industry is machine/plastics, and this seems to be concentrated in the mid-western region of the US. There are few examples of chemical companies that have reshored, and only one case in the apparel/fashion business.

Our research also raises questions about the argument that rising costs in countries such as China is fuelling the reshoring bandwagon. We believe that is only one part of the equation. For example, rising energy costs have made transportation more expensive. But the impact of these costs differs greatly from industry to industry.

**What’s really going on?**

Our analysis suggests that there is no clear reshoring trend in the US. Companies do not appear to be abandoning overseas operations in droves; some are building new capacity in the US and other countries to meet domestic demand. And the level of reshoring activity varies widely depending on the industry involved.

Thirty-plus years ago when US manufacturers started to relocate production capacity overseas, there were producer countries and consumer countries. This is no longer the case – today, countries tend to fall in both camps. China is expected to become the world’s largest economy later this year. Reaching this milestone
underscores how the world order is changing, forcing companies to adjust their
global distribution strategies in concert with this realignment.

What we are seeing are probably a few different manufacturing location decisions. These include diversifying production locations to reduce geographic concentration risk, locating manufacturing facilities closer to end markets to enable customized and rapid-response service, and capturing the cost advantages of serving markets locally. But they all relate to the manufacturing location decision for each firm, the calculus for which will continue to change with changing labor rates, trade policies, energy costs, material sources and costs, and transportation and logistics costs.

Our research continues, and we believe that more work is needed to understand the global shifts that are reshaping manufacturing networks, before we can jump to the conclusion that a manufacturing renaissance via the perceived reshoring revolution is underway.

Gaining such an understanding is important. If the reshoring revolution turns out to be a false dawn, it could distract us from the policies and investments that need to be put in place in order to make supply chains more competitive and effective, or even identify a different phenomenon that will affect supply chains in the future.